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MINSK: Belarus’s strongman leader Alexander
Lukashenko said yesterday he was looking to
open a “new chapter” in ties with Washington as
he welcomed the White House national security
advisor for rare talks in Minsk. Lukashenko met
with John Bolton as the aide to President Donald
Trump continued his tour of ex-Soviet countries
that was sure to ruffle feathers in Moscow.  The
Belarusian president, a crucial ally of Russia’s
Vladimir Putin, said he hoped the visit would
mark a turning point after years of distrust.

“Since the start of the deterioration of our re-
lations with the United States, we have constantly
proposed turning this bad page and opening a
new chapter in our relations,” Lukashenko said.
He said Bolton’s visit would help “create the
foundation for future relations” and that he
hoped for “frank” discussions on “all issues”.
“History is moving forward,” the Belarusian pres-
idency quoted Bolton as saying. “A lot of time has
passed since the collapse of the Soviet Union and
the geopolitical situation has changed.”

The US embassy in Minsk said earlier that
Bolton would “discuss regional security and em-
phasize US support for Belarus’s sovereignty
and independence” during the talks often
dubbed “Europe’s last dictatorship”, Belarus has
been largely isolated by the international com-
munity, though Russia remains a close ally. Spec-
ulation has swirled for years of unification with
Russia, in particular as a way for Putin to cir-
cumvent Russia’s constitutional term limits.

Lukashenko, a Soviet-era collective farm

chief who become Belarus’s first post-indepen-
dence president, has often pushed back, saying
earlier this year that 98 percent of his citizens
oppose unification with Russia. Belarus was long
subject to Western sanctions over the country’s
poor rights record and lack of fair elections. 

Russian ‘weak spots’ 
In 2016 the US eased its sanctions, saying this

opened the door to “expanded commercial ties”.
The European Union meanwhile dropped its
sanctions in what it said was a bid to encourage
progress on human rights. But the Belarusian au-
thorities have ramped up efforts to control media
since anti-government demonstrations in 2017,
with independent journalists and activists facing
pressure and harassment.

Bolton’s visit to Minsk comes after a meeting
with Ukraine’s President Volodymyr Zelensky in
Kiev on Wednesday.  The US advisor stressed
Ukraine’s “territorial integrity” in the face of its
conflict with Moscow-backed separatists in the
country’s east. Earlier yesterday Bolton met with
the president and prime minister of Moldova,
where he said the US would continue working
with the former Soviet republic in defense and
the economy.

Moldova recently formed a new government
made up of an unusual coalition of pro-Euro-
pean and pro-Russian forces, following months
of political turmoil. “We discussed a wide range
of questions relating to bilateral ties, and noted
how these had strengthened after a peaceful

transfer of power in June this year,” Moldovan
President Igor Dodon said. Analysts said
Bolton’s trip was aimed at probing for “weak
spots” on Russia’s borders. “The United States
is likely to search for openings to increase its in-
fluence in Ukraine, Belarus and Moldova,” US
geopolitical think tank Stratfor said.

It was the highest-ranking US visit to Be-

larus in two decades, Stratfor said. The last US
ambassador to Minsk left the country in 2008
in a spat over sanctions.  “While Belarus re-
mains firmly within Russia’s orbit, the countries’
recent spats over oil supplies may have created
an opening for the United States to attempt to
expand economic and energy ties,” Stratfor
added.  —AFP
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during their meeting. —AFP

Nigeria targets
smuggling with
Benin border
closure 
LAGOS: Nigeria has announced the “par-
tial closure” of its border with Benin to
clamp down on the smuggling of goods,
above all rice, into the country.  The West
African powerhouse is targeting “massive
smuggling activities, especially of rice,
taking place on that corridor”, the presi-
dency said in a statement Wednesday. 

Nigeria is heavily reliant on imports to
feed its booming population, while the
government is seeking to bolster agricul-
ture as it looks to diversify the oil-depen-
dent economy. The authorities are looking
to stem the inflow of key produce with re-
strictions such as curbs on importers’ ac-

cess to foreign exchange. Such measures
have helped push up prices, creating an
incentive for smuggling from neighboring
countries. 

The statement by President Muham-
madu Buhari’s office did not indicate
when the latest measures took effect and
what the “partial closure” entails. It said
the measure would “allow Nigeria’s secu-
rity forces to develop a strategy” to com-
bat smuggling, which it called a
“dangerous trend”. It said Buhari dis-
cussed the issue with his counterpart
from Benin, Patrice Talon, at a summit in
Japan and “would reconsider reopening
in the not-too-distant future.” 

Nigeria’s neighbor Niger, north of
Benin, will be included in a later meeting,
the statement said. A spokesman for
Nigeria’s customs service, Joseph Attah,
told AFP yesterday there was “tighter
screening” at the border but insisted peo-
ple could still cross it. Nigerian media
have reported delays and restrictions at
the border since last week. —AFP

Sudan awaits
new cabinet as
premier mulls
line-up
KHARTOUM:  Sudan’s new prime minister
was yesterday locked in talks to form the first
cabinet since the ouster of veteran leader
Omar Al-Bashir, in another step in its transition
from decades of autocratic rule. Prime Minis-
ter Abdalla Hamdok had been due to name his
key picks on Wednesday, following last week’s
swearing in of a joint civilian-military sover-
eign council. The council is due to steer the
country through a three-year transition to
civilian rule.

Yesterday, a source close to Hamdok said
the prime minister was still considering nomi-
nees for the cabinet. “Deliberations are still un-
derway and it is not clear when they will end,”
the source told AFP. Hamdok, who took the
oath last week, was set to make his selection
from a field put forward by the Forces for Free-
dom Change — an umbrella group that led
months-long protests against Bashir and then
pushed the generals who deposed him in April
to share power.

On Tuesday, Hamdok confirmed that he had
received the FFC’s list of candidates including
49 nominees for 14 ministries. The FFC and the
generals signed a power-sharing deal earlier in
August outlining Sudan’s transitional structures.
Under the deal, the cabinet should be largely
selected by the premier. Only the interior and
defense ministers will be chosen by the military
members of Sudan’s ruling body. On Saturday,
Hamdok told a local television channel that he
would select technocrats based on their “com-
petence”.

‘Great deal of challenges’ 
The delay however raised concerns among

some in Sudan. “It is not good... the country
has been without a government for almost five
months now,” said 48-year-old Hassan Ab-
delmeguid, who is a government employee.
“Sudan is facing a great deal of challenges
and require quick formation of a government,”
he added.  

Sudan’s economy was dealt devastating blows
by two decades of US sanctions, which were only
lifted in 2017, and the 2011 secession of the oil-
rich south. Spiraling inflation and acute hardship
were the main triggers for the anti-Bashir
protests that erupted in December.  Much-
needed foreign investment remains hampered by
Sudan’s designation by the United States as a
state sponsor of terrorism. Hamdok said he is
holding talks with US officials to remove Sudan
from Washington’s blacklist. —AFP


